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The purpose of this workshop was to exchange experiences and provide opportunities for discussion among directors and program specialists, to determine the reasons why nature programs do not flourish and to develop ideas and suggestions for improving nature programs in camp.

The workshop discussion and outcome centered on a theme concerning the development of a strong, all inclusive nature program in camp. The problems and difficulties which usually stand in the way of an all out nature program were found to be:

1. Lack of exposure to the natural environment.
2. Lack of leadership.
3. Lack of knowledge on the part of the counselors.
4. Lack of counselor training.
5. Need of information and resource materials.
6. Lack of inspiration and enthusiasm on the part of the campers.
7. Lack of communication between the counselors and the campers.

It is important that attitude, interest, and enthusiasm of the campers should be at a high level when they prepare to take an active part in a nature program. Through the use of good motivating techniques, worthwhile relationships and understandings towards nature, the campers, and the counselors can be developed. An effective experience can be the initial factor in bringing about a series of
related activities and discussions which will offer value to the campers and the counselors. An experience in the woods and open spaces should stimulate curiosity and initiative on the part of the campers. A nature program should have meaning to the campers and the counselors. Opportunities for adventure, exploring, and discovery should be the prime motivating factors in a nature program. In order to develop interest, such terms as "nature hike" or "study in the out-of-doors" need not be used. The campers should be made to feel that they are going to accomplish much more than simply observe nature or collect native materials.

Lack of leadership ability and basic knowledge on the part of the counselors can be the main cause of an ineffective nature program. The counselors should be happy in what they are doing, enjoy working with children, and realize that their primary purpose is to provide a guided, worthwhile experience for the campers. Leadership training programs should offer opportunities for direct first hand experiences in the out-of-doors along with factual information. These programs can be provided by the camps, schools, and other professional organizations.

Camps are areas in the out-of-doors, and are therefore surrounded by a world of interesting natural phenomena. Therefore, camp nature programs should consist of learning about and understanding the total environment. The development of worthwhile nature activities is the responsibility of everyone on the camp staff.

It has been demonstrated that the small group plan of camping provides a better all out nature program. When a program revolves around small camp groups, a larger amount of responsibility is placed upon the leaders. As a result, there will be a more rapid
increase of acquiring knowledge and skills by the leaders. In the small group setup the campers are working and learning together. They have a feeling of interdependence, and the program is theirs.

When campers venture into the out-of-doors, a learning experience should take place. The method of lecturing and simply transmitting factual information is not the best method. The leader should hold back information to a certain degree and lead the campers to discover things on their own.

The important thing is to arouse curiosity. Identification should be the last thing. One does not need to know all the technical answers to all of the questions which may be asked on a nature trip. Many answers about what you want to know may be solved by the asker from reference materials which should be taken on field trips. Method is more important than fact. Knowing how to find the desired information is very important. A leader should have the courage to say "I do not know". It is important, however, to have the information when it is needed.

Along with learning and observing nature, it is also important to know how to use native materials. Building an oven out of clay, lashing and building structures from reeds, grasses, and saplings, making an egg beater out of a four-pronged pine branch, using burls for cups and bowls, twigs for chopsticks, and many more articles can be made from native materials as a part of an effective nature program. Even in places where these materials are not readily available or there are restrictions, it is always possible to find native materials of some kind. One must be observant and resourceful.

The leader often meets discouragement and even opposition in carrying on a nature program, but there is always something worthwhile.
while in every situation if we will but look for it. The leader should remember that respect for the out-of-doors is as important as knowledge about it.

Some of the reference materials which might be used in connection with nature programs are:

1. The Audubon Society's list of materials on nature.
2. "Web of Life" by John Storer.
   2585 Union Street, San Francisco, California.

The names and addresses of the people who participated in the workshop are as follows:

1. Lucille Beach - Latter Day Saints Church
   2754 Chaffe Street
   National City, California

2. Mayme L. Blakeman - Latter Day Saints Church
   4455 W. 59 Place
   Los Angeles, California

3. Jane Gates - Camp Fire Girls
   864 Santa Rosa Street
   San Luis Obispo, California

4. Clifford Labbett
   3 Pine Forest Road
   Toronto, Ontario, Canada

5. Mrs. Elizabeth Lewis - Girl Scouts
   955 Shattuck Avenue
   Berkley 7, California

6. Dorothy Jean Lingerman
   507 N. Kensington
   La Grange Park, Illinois
7. Thomas F. Middledorf - Camp Marydale
   Marydale, Erlanger, New York

   2505 Union Street
   San Francisco, California

9. Mrs. Fern A. Pyle - Camp Fire Girls
   721 W. Cossitt Avenue
   La Grange, Illinois

10. Mrs. Frank Henderson
    Henderson's Camp
    Pacific Northwest

11. Paul W. Somers - Y.M.C.A.
    827 'B' Street
    Santa Monica, California

12. Mrs. Emily Shaddon - Osoba Camp
    2930 Arbor Drive
    Madison 5, Wisconsin

    33 Norden Cres.
    Don Mills, Ontario, Canada

14. Mrs. Clifford Labbett - Camp Octono
    Eastern Canada

15. C.A. Farley - Camp Blue Haven
    812 Oak
    Marcell, Texas

16. Mrs. Oscar Elwell - Y.M.C.A.
    New England

17. Harmony Hawkins Jones - Girl Scouts
    Southern Oregon